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ABSTRACT:

Most of' th;e exist'ing train scheduling computer models are designed
either to solve Immediate train control problems or to broadly
simulate potential j'utUI'e situations. The:r>e is a cleaY' need for
a model to as.sistin the produation of master train schedules"

WestraiZ has developed heuristic techniques to generate master train
schedules recogn'ising the relative pPioY'it'ies of trains. The method
relies hea:viZy on man-machine inteY'action~ particularly when dec'{ding
which of several fea.sible timetables is operationally preferable.
The ideas were tP(Ulslated into a FORTRAN progY'con~ the Single Line
Train ScheduleI' (SLTS), which caters for manual and automat-ie
signalling and can be used on slngZe and douhle track lines"

In addition to printing the timetable" the SLTS program d:Paws the
associated train diagrOJn on a VDU or on paper" The model -is being
implemented in Westrail for generat·ing master t1'ain schedules"
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1. INTRODUCIION

Effective train scheduling is an essential component of
all railways I operations. Poor scheduling results in
unnecessary delays to passengers and/or customers'
goods, with a consequent loss of business; higher cr'ew
costs; and greater investment in track, locomotives and
rollingstock.

Ihe need for eff'iaient techniques to develop train
schedules has been particularly evident in a number of
recent Westr'ail (1) planning exercises. For example, a
study of motive power reduced the perceived need for new
locomotives by six units, a considerable capital saving
which would not have been achieved without the
preparation of a number of train schedules. More
recently Westrail has developed a ser ies of new
marketing and operational initiatives to enable it to
operate as a viable commercial organisation in the
r'ecently deregulated Wester'n Austr'alian tr'ansport
market. To develop these initiatives a series of tr'ain
schedules had to be prepar'ed appr'opriate to a var'iety of
scenarios"

In both these examples the pr epar at ion of tr'ain
schedules was time consuming, but essential for the
planning process to be effective.

Ihe approach taken to planning train movements depends
on the time hor'izon being consider'ed. In long term
planning resear'ch is usually directed to the adequacy of
physical resources, particularly track, locomotives and
rollingstock. Some simulation models have been
developed which can be applied in long term planning
(see for example Rudd and Starry, 1974(b)), but we know
of no such model which is precise and which can be
applied to gener'ate timetables f'or' oper'ational use.

In contr'ast to long range planning is train control,
where decisions on train schedule alterations have to be
made quickly, with little or' no possibility ['or' changing
the locomotive and cr'ew schedules. Consequently, train
control computer techniques developed to date aim to
minimise tr'ain delays. Compared to tr'ain scheduling
problems in the planning phase, problems in train
control involve a smaller number of trains and line
sections, considered over a shor'ter' time span. They ar'e

(1) Westrail is the trading name of the Western Australian
Gover'nment Railways.
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therefore more amenable to a mathematically rigorous
treatment, an example of which is the model developed by
Sauder and WestermaD, 1983, which uses the Itbranch and
bound" integer programming technique to evaluate ever'y
combination of possible tT'ain cT'ossings and select those
with minimum overall delay.

Between these two extremes (long range planning and
opel'ational centr'ol) lies short term planning, including
the pr'epar'ation of tT'ain timetables for opel'ational
use. In short term planning the total availability of
physical resour'ces is constrained, but cT'ew, locomotive
and rollingstock schedules are not fixed and in fact
must be considered as a part of the tr ain scheduling
pr'oblem. In our' experience the total train, locomotive,
cr'ew and r'ollingstock scheduling problem is generally
consider'ed as a series of subproblems each of which is
solved largely independently. These subproblems may be
sequential in nature (eg assigning crew schedules to a
previously pr'epared train schedule) or Don-sequential
with a need for integration (eg independent scheduling
of movements by geographic divisions). An over'all
solution to the scheduling problem is obtained by
repeatedly adjusting the subproblems and their solutions
until an integr'ated set of solutions satisfying all
system constr'aints is derived.

Ihe Oper'ations Research Section of West rail star ted to
r'esearch the train scheduling problem about three years
ago with the aim of' developing techniques to assist with
the production of train schedules, and to SUbstantially
r'educe the time taken to finalise a schedule.

Ihe f'irst step was to review available literatur'e on the
SUbject to avoid duplicating the efforts of others. One
of the most promising lines of research appeared to be
the development of the Single Track Simulator (STS) by
Rudd and Storry, 1974(a) and 1974(b), and in 1981
Westrail made changes to this model in an attempt to
conver t it to the short range planning scheduling tool
it sought. SIS was designed as a simulation model for
use in long range planning and does not pr'ovide for' many
of the features required for the prepar ation of
operational timetables. For example, ther'e is no
provision in the input data to STS to specify scheduled
stops to a train.

In 1982 Westrail abandoned STS and began development of
a new model. In this paper', we describe the philosophy
and techniques adopted and descr'ibe the capabilities and
constr'sints of the new model in its current state of
development.
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In summary, the new procedul'e uses heuristics with the
emphasis on the inter'action between the computer and the
user. The user retains the responsibility for ensul'ing
operational objectives al'e met but delegates much of the
scheduling process to the computer model, which pr'oduces
tT'ain schedules satisfying physical constraints and
safeworking regulations. 'Ihe user is provided with
great flexibility in contT'oIling train movements and in
complex situations with heavy T'ailway traffic one can
expect three of four user'-computer' interactions before a
satisfactory sol ut ion is obtained" The computer model,
called the Single Line Train Scheduler' (SLTS), has been
written as a computer program which pr'oduces a train
diagr'am (a time-distance graph representing the
schedules) and train timetable in less than 5 CPU
minutes (2). The aper'ator then examines the diagram and
specifies any changes required in br'oad terms, or in
detail, before re-applying the model.

It was successfully tested a number of times on
Westrail's busiest lines (between Robb Jetty and Collie
and between Kwinana and Kalgoor 1 ie) as well as on rural
lines with different signalling modes. A typical
ex~mple involved 57 sections and 40 trains per' day, with
line occupancy of two thirds of the available time
within the busiest 3 hour's. As a result of the tests,
Westrail has purchased a dedicated computer system on
which the SL1S model is being implemented both for long
r'ange planning purposes and to compile master
timetables.

Ihe following sections prov ide a gener al description of
the pr'oblem and the model's logic and capabilities,
together with a sample timetable and sample train
diagram.

2. IHE IRAIN SCHEDULING PROBLEM

Most of the pUblished wor'k on vehicle scheduling r'elates
to road or air tr'ansport" With tr'ain scheduling
different problems are encounter'ed. Safety regulations
r'equire a section of line to be clear bef'ar'e a tr'ain can
enter' it, resulting in a variety of' train control
procedures depending primarily on traffic density
(sophisticated centralised traffic control systems are
installed only on the busiest lines).. Further,
throughout Australia and in many overseas countries the
ma,jority of' r'ailway lines are single track" Tr'ains

---------_._-------------------_._--,---------'-
(2) On an IBM 4341 computer.
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increases crew working time; and

Each

trainthe decision on otherof

for utilizing the locomotive and/or
on other traif'ic after' the trains

the effect
movements;

the pot ent ial
roll ingstock
arrival; and

the length of time the crew has been working.

the ef'f'ect on clients and other' railway oper'ations
of delaying the arr'ival time;

resul ts in a loss of momentum, which is
particularly undesirable f'or heavily laden trains.

delays the time at which the locomotive and
rollingstock will become available foT' other
traffic;

incr'eases the journey time and delays the arrival
time of the tT'ain to the disadvantage of' clients;

changes the viable locations at which the train
may cross other trains on its r'oute, and may
increase the number of trains it has to cr'oss;

the type of train (generally passenger tr'ains have
a higher priority than freight trains);

A crossing results in at least one of the two tr'ains
being delayed, and the selection of which train to delay
at each crossing is the cr'ux of the train scheduling
problem.

travelling in opposite directions can only cross where
passing loops have been constr'ucted, as shown in
Fig. 1a.

There are sever'al effects of delaying a train.
delay

Consequently when two t:r:ains meet the decision as to
which train to delay depends on
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The scheduling model that has been developed by Westrail
employs an interactive approach which combines an
opel'ator's detailed knowledge of the constraints on
tr'ain movements with the pr'ocessing power' of the
computer. The opel'atar' makes a judgement of each
train's l'elative prior ity taking account of the variety
of' operating constraints s/he is aware of' (but which al'e
not examined in detail by the computer program). The
computer per'f'erms a number' of detailed calculations
required to determine train travelling times and
provides the capacity to rapidly evaluate a wide range
of possible crossing decisions, taking account of the
delays that ensue and the priority of the trains being
delayed. The operator rev iews the r'esul ting train
schedule and can either':

change the input data, including tT'ain pr'1orities
(r epresenting his judgement of a variety of
oper ating consider'ations), and rer un the progr am
in search of a better' solution, or'

identif'y par'ticular' cr'ossing decisions slhe wishes
to override and instr'uct the pr'ogram accordingly.

After a few iter'ations the operator will have one or
mor e potential train schedules which satisfy both
pr ogrammed oper ating constr'aint s and those constraints
and targets known to the operator.

The computer requires an explicit description of the
network and trains. A knowledge of the input data
r'equired by the model makes it easier' to under'stand the
problem and the var ious calculations required to
determine train times and to ensur'e that restrictions
imposed by safety consider'ations are satisfied. The
input data fGr the SLTS model are as follows.

(i) Irack Configuration:

_. Station name
_ Station position (distance from a reference

point)
_ Number' of passing loops at each station
_ Crossing delays (time r'equir'ed f'or signalling

and SWitching at each station)
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The main restr'iotions are that tT'ain paths cannot
inter'sect on single track sections and that the number
of trains in a station at any time cannot exceed the
number of passing loops. Tr'affic safety consider at ions
(such as headway times) also have to be met. Two (or
more) trains al'e said to conflict if they cannot reach
the next station without one being delayed by altering
its train path (Fig. 1b). The problem of train
scheduling is to construct a timetable such that all
above restrictions are satisfied and the total of
weighted delays is minimized.

Ihe problem is similar to the job scheduling situation,
with the sections of track repr'esenting machines, the
stations repr'esenting bins and the loops at stations
thought of as bin capacities.

'Ihe T'estr'ictions in the train scheduling problem are
however much more sever'e and that handicaps the
gener ation of feasible solutions (Otway, 1980).. In
fact, for railway lines with heavy traffic, the
construction of a single f'easible solution is not a
trivial task.

3. MET HOD OF SOL UIION

In this section the decision process employed in the
computer' pr'ocessing phase is consider'ed in more detail.

3.1 1rain Scheduling as a Multi-stage Decision Process

The problem descr'ibed in the preceeding section
can be perceived as a multi-stage decision process
wher e at each stage a choice among a number of
alternatives is to be made. Thus, the set of all
feasible solutions to a train scheduling problem
can be viewed as a possibilities tr'ee T, with
branches taking place at times of decisions
r'egar'ding conflict r'esolutions.

In the adopted approach the tr ee I, which
repr'esents the totality of possibilities r'esulting
f'r'om resolving all conf'licts in all possible ways,
has only a conceptual meaning as it is never
generated by the program. Instead of it, the
program generates train paths (fr'om the origin to
the destination) in the or'der of train pr'ior ities
and departure times from the or'igin. If a train
conflict is detected, a number of (feasible)
resolutions ar'e investigated and only one of them,
considered to be the best option, is retained.
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3.2 Ihe Look-Ahead Method

(i) train r can proceed without conflict
(ii) a conflict with one or more trains is

detected.

by Hart et al.,
method is quite

The new SLTS model f s decision pr'ocesses are not
time based but train based.. Further, as
additional train paths are generated preVious
conflict resolutions can (and ar'e) changed.

In this process already scheduled paths can be
altered (if found to be in conflict with a new
path). At any point in time the program retains
only a partial feasible schedule, which is
progressively extended to include new paths until
a complete solution to the problem is reached.

lhe main difference between the SiTS decision
process and the methods employed in the Single
Track Simulator (Rudd and Storry 1974(a) and
1974(b)) is that the Single Track Simulator moves
all trains simultaneously, one section at a time,
in or der of train departur'e times" Conceptually
it has an internal clock and all tT'ains al'e
scheduled (or more correctly their movements are
simulated) as the internal clock advances. This
pr'ocedul'e is computationally fast but suffer's from
the inability to step backwar'ds in time to impr'ove
on pr'eviously scheduled (simulated) movements.

Suppose that a partial feasible schedule, denoted
by Go, is available and that train r is to pr'oceed
from its present. station to the next station (n.
Two possible situations can ar'ise:

Ihe quality of the final SLIS program solution depends
on how corr'ectly the ways to solve individual conflicts
are selected. As it was found that priority r'ules alone
could not give satisfactory answers, a look-ahead method
has been developed to resolve train conflicts.

We follow the terminology suggested
1968, al though the SL TS look-ahead
different to their approach.
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Case (i) is simple as train r can proceed to its
next station without delay~ If (il) occurs, then
the look-ahead method (consisting of elementary
subroutines) is applied to tbe existing partial
feasible schedule Go. It is assumed that all the
train paths in Go, excluding those belonging to
conflict trains, are fixed and cannot be altered.
Further conflicts can be encountered while
attempting to resolve the original conflict. They
al'e f'esolved in the same manner', by applying the
look-ahead method.

The whole process can be thought of as the
genel'ation of the tree '1 t shown in Fig. 3 wher'e
the nodes corr'espond to conflicts and br'anobes to
different opt ions foT' r esoI v ing confl iets. Any
complete path in Tt, if'om its root node to an end
node, represents a solution to the conflict.

The fur ther one looks ahead the better the
solut ion that is obtained. The highest level
employed in the generation of the tr'ee T',
determines· the depth of the look-ahead method.
For practical reasons (computing time, available
memory and complexity of the program) one has to
limit the number of' levels in the tree II.
(Without a limit on the number of levels, the
whole pr'ocess could become endless J resulting in a
cyclic graph rather than in a tree). To resolve
the conflict, the complete path in T' with the
minimum weighted delay is select,ed.

As in the case of the tr'ee T, the complete tr'ee l'
is never actually generated" A set of selection
rules has been developed to limit the number of
br anches at nodes (which makes it practical to
look-ahead to a greater depth). Consequently
paths with large weighted delays are discarded.

The main conceptual differences between the SLlS
method and the method proposed by Cherniavsky,
1972, are:

(il In contrast to the method of Cher niavsky,
1972, which genera.tes pseudo solutions, the
SLIS consider's only feasible solutions.
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A provlslon is made for a "chain" of trains by allowing
for so called "offset" tf'ains with an earliest depar'tur'e
time from the or igin equal to t.he arr Iva1 time of a
specified train at that station, plus a specified
"offset" time. Each chain must have a first and last
train (i.e. a chain cannot be closed). Ihe off'set train
facility is extremely useful in situations where the
same physical tf'ain is loaded and unloaded in a cyclical
manner', or when locomotive utilisation or other'
consider ations dictate a r'elationship between the
arr ival time of one train and the departure time of
another.

Ihe program generates a timetable for a full week with
different train schedules each day. Ihe 24 hour clock
is used for ar r i valldepar'ture time s, whil st and +
signs in front of times denote the fact that the event
occur's the previous and following day, r'espectively.
Other than this the layout of the timetable (a sample of
which is given in Fig. 4) is self-explanatory.

In addition to producing the timetable, the program
plots train diagrams (Fig. 2) on a VDU screen, or on
paper. To view the VDU diagram in more detail the
operator' can specify which part of the diagram is to be
displayed, as illustrated in Fig. 5 which shows the
enlarged bottom-left quadrant of the previous diagram.

Ihe program consists of some 4000 executable statements
in 36 sub rout ines. Since it is wr itten in FORTRAN it is
virtually machine independent. So far' it has been
successfully tested on IBM 4341, HP 9000 and ICL PERQ-2
~computer s"

5. CONCLUSION

Ihe SLTS model has been successfully tested under
r'eal-world constr'aints. It is an ef'f'icient train
scheduling algorithm which provides quick answers (5 CPU
minut,es per computer run, approximately) for complex
train scheduling problems on a single r'ailway line.

Consequently, it relieves the planner of tedious and
time consuming work allowing him to try many more
alternatives than would otherwise be possible" All too
frequently the time consuming natur'e of the train
scheduling process results in the first feasible
solution being adopted.
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With the SLTS a number of potential schedules can be
quickly generated, enabling fine tuning of master
schedules. In a planning environment the SLlS speeds up
the planning process and enables more operating options
to be examined within realistic time frames.

In addition to the generation of train diagr'ams and
timetables for general opel'atiog or planning purposes,
the model is also suitable for determining (present and
future) line capacities, 'best' ways of upgrading the
track and for evaluation of alternative marketing
strategies and operating regimes by varying the speed
(and or length) and number of trains.

ar'e planned. In
locomotive and cr'ew
the eXisting model
package f'or tr'ains,
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Further developments to the model
par'ticular' it is intended to develop
scheduling rout ioes which link into
t,o create a compr'ehensive scheduling
locomotives and cr'ews.
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